This release addresses the following Service Request SR 82070:

**Service Request 82070**

Service Request 82070 provides the following information:

The objective of this request is to make sure the correct coverage amount is displayed for Supplemental Life Insurance and Senior Management Life Insurance and to display the name “Senior Management Life Insurance” instead of “Executive Life Insurance” on the IDOC. This change will impact the following:

- Supplemental Life Insurance coverage amount displayed on the IDOC Summary of UC Benefits Enrollment
- Supplemental Life Insurance coverage amount displayed on the direct deposit advice.
- Senior Management Life Insurance coverage amount and insurance plan name displayed on the IDOC Summary of UC Benefits Enrollment

**Programs**

**PPDXBENI**

PPDXBENI builds the benefits text for employee documents.

PPDXBENI was modified to use the life insurance coverage amount computed by PPBENXLI. PPBENXLI takes the current salary base cap into account when calculating actual coverage amount. When the Supplemental Life Insurance Salary Base (EDB0275) is greater than the cap and the Supplemental Insurance Plan Code is “1”, “2”, “3” or “4”, PPBENXLI caps the salary amount at 250, 500, 750 or 1,000. Text has been added to display the actual coverage amount, with different text for capped and uncapped coverage.
Additionally, PPDXBENI was modified to call program PPPRMUT2 to retrieve the Senior Management life insurance salary base maximum amount from the System Parameter table (PRM 274). Text pertaining to participation in the Senior Management Life Insurance Plan was also modified.

**PPP420**

PPP420 produces checks, direct deposit advice forms, the reconciliation interface file and reports from the compute process. PPP420 was modified to call PPBENXLI to calculate the Supplemental Life Insurance coverage amount. PPBENXLI takes the current salary base cap into account in its calculation.

**Installation Instructions**

A separate Installation Instructions document is provided for this release.

**Test Plan**

A separate Test Plan document is provided for this release.

**Timing of Installation**

The timing of this release is **not urgent**.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Pamela.Torres@ucop.edu or call 510-987-0741.

Pamela L. Torres